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**Major Curricular Changes effective Spring 2014:**

1. AS in Commercial Aviation will be closed effective spring 2016
2. All CTE programs now have general education courses above 100 level

**Counselor Changes:**

1. Erica Balbag-Gerard is now the Articulation Counselor
2. Scot Parry is now the VA Counselor
3. Frank Fenlon recently passed away

**Ka‘ie‘ie**

HCC has also signed the Ka‘ie‘ie MOA and as a result we will be sharing a Manoa specialist with Windward CC two days a week.

**STAR Updates:**

Counselors Marilynn Ito-Won and Scot Parry are currently working with Joy Nishida to develop Academic Planner Templates for our programs.

**STARFISH**

Counselor Coordinator Lara Sugimoto is our Starfish Guru and she is helping HCC with our transition to Starfish this month.